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The Limits of the DSM-5
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the videotape, a 25- ear-old Englishwoman describes herself as having gone back to being si . Like a child with a
doll, she clutches an empt egg carton. She denies knowing her age or what da it is. She tells the interviewer that she
wants to sit on her husband s knee and be cuddled b him. The regression began, she said, when officials threatened
N

to arrest her husband on a criminal charge. Years earlier, the oung woman recalls, she suffered a breakdown
when, as a nursing student, she was required to assist at a birth.
The woman, Patient E, was one of eight (five English and three American) who were videotaped as part of a 1971 stud
comparing the diagnostic habits of English and American ps chiatrists. Eight -five percent of the American ps chiatrists
diagnosed her with schi ophrenia. Onl 7 percent of their British counterparts agreed. Roughl three-fourths of British
ps chiatrists believed that Patient E was a h steric, but onl one American did. The other seven patients elicited striking
diagnostic mismatches as well. The crisis of credibilit deepened, with rising discontent about the failure of ps chod namic
ps chiatr , the dominant practice at the time, to help people with serious mental illness. At the same time, the development
of medications for treating ps chosis, mania, and depression was gaining momentum, and their impact needed to be
studied s stematicall .
These upheavals spurred the American Ps chiatric Association to overhaul its diagnostic s stem. In 1980, the Diagn

ic

and S a i ical Man al f Men al Di de , Thi d Edi i n, (DSM-III) was unveiled. (The first two editions, appearing in
1952 and 1968, had included ps chod namic formulations presumed to reflect patients unconscious internal conflicts.)
The blockbuster manual comprised 265 disorders, each defined b a set of detailed criteria determined b a committee.
Rightl hailed as a diagnostic revolution, the manual established a much-needed common language with which to discuss
patients. Ps chiatrist Peter Kramer, the author of Li ening P ac, told me that he credits the DSM-III with establishing
groundbreaking diagnoses such as autism, b splitting it off from schi ophrenia, and also obsessive-compulsive disorder,
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and anore ia. Researchers, too, welcomed the DSM-III as a blueprint for uncovering the biological underpinnings of
severe conditions such as schi ophrenia, bipolar disorder, and major depression.
Fort -two ears later, the DSM revolution has run its course. We still lack clinicall useful diagnostic tests, such as
signature patterns on a brain scan or an electroencephalograph. Nor can we identif precise genetic risk factors, deplo
neuroph siolog to describe a predictable course of illness within categories, or foretell with confidence which patient will
respond to which medication. Over time, the much-celebrated reliabilit of the DSM-III has waned in some places. After
criteria were emended in the DSM-5, disagreement increased among professionals about what constituted major depressive
disorder, substance-abuse disorder, and schi ophrenia. Even more important, ps chiatrists cannot demonstrate that
diagnoses correspond to something real in nature, that the are valid. Despite great hopes and millions of dollars in
research grants, scientists have et to map the disorders onto abnormal brain mechanisms or developmental processes, and
it therefore makes little sense to orient biological research around them. Clinicall , this means that patients often receive
multiple diagnoses at once and medications that too often are onl partl effective.
The manual is thus a useful framework for organi ing clinical phenomena but not for e plaining them. However, as Kramer
sa s, this is not to sa it has no utilit , not at all we can derive information from the DSM. This is true. For the purposes
of pharmacological treatment, for e ample, it is important to distinguish major depression from the depressive phase of
bipolar disorder (because antidepressants can flip a bipolar patient into mania); it is important to isolate catatonia from
schi ophrenia (because catatonia responds well to tranquili ers but schi ophrenia does not); it is important to distinguish
ps chosis brought on b methamphetamine from the mania of bipolar illness (because the drug-abusing person will
probabl clear with a da or two of rest).
The problem with the DSM is the overall absence of sharp, natural boundaries between categories at the level of defining
characteristics. The frustration this has engendered is not new. Among the manual s prominent critics are the former heads
of the DSM-III and DSM-IV task forces and two former directors of the National Institute of Mental Health. But now the
criticisms have coalesced into a new conventional wisdom within the field that the DSM approach is fundamentall fault
and that fi ing treatment for severe mental ailments depends on fi ing the diagnostic s stem.
Can it be fi ed? Advances won t happen overnight, but researchers are making progress in defining neural mechanisms and
biomarkers that predict responses to treatment. Consider, for e ample, the search for distinct and reliable subt pes of
DSM-defined disorders that share the same underl ing pathoph siolog . Work b Stanford s Amit Etkin aims to predict
better responses to particular medications, which would spare doctors and patients the trial-and-error hunt for the most
effective medication. Researchers are stud ing EEG patterns also called brain signatures to predict responses to the
antidepressant sertraline (Zoloft) in depressed patients. These biomarkers are s nthesi ed using machine learning to
identif people who respond better to a drug than to a placebo. This form of precision ps chiatr ma be the best means of
deplo ing e isting medications and helping to develop new ones.
Other teams are e amining subt pes of depression using brain imaging to define the relationship between clinical
s mptoms and the strength of connections (circuitr ) between ke parts of the brain. In one stud b Andrew T. Dr sdale,
now at Columbia Universit , 80 percent of people with a biot pe that was characteri ed b reduced connectivit between
the frontal corte and the am gdala (areas associated with fear and the assessment of emotion) responded to a new
treatment called transcranial magnetic stimulation. For the other three biot pes in that stud , the response rate to that
intervention was below 50 percent.
Another approach anal es subt pes of ps chiatric conditions using specific s mptom profiles. Taking one such condition
ps chosis Jeffre P. Kahn, of Weill Cornell Medical Center, tells me that we too often casuall lump ps choses
together as schi ophrenia. To refine the picture, Kahn and his colleague Andr Barceila Veras have classified five distinct
ps choses linked to five patterns of an iet and depression. When a person with one of these forms of an iet or depression
al has biological factors (such as reduced frontal-lobe function) that make him prone to disordered thinking, the result
can be the hallucinations and delusions of ps chosis. One subt pe features obsessive-compulsive traits, another hearing
voices, another having persecutor delusions, another delusional depression, and another mania with delusions. Each
responds best to a combination of an antips chotic with specific antidepressants, mood stabili ers, anti-convulsants, or
tranquili ers.
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These projects either are in the testing phase or need independent replication. While promising, none have et made their
wa into the clinic. Of course, even perfected medications and devices won t be enough. In his new book, Healing: O Pa h
f m Men al Illne
Men al Heal h, Thomas Insel, M.D., a former director of the National Institute of Mental Health,
confesses to having long misunderstood the problem of treating mental illness. While we identified the neuro-anatom
of addiction, overdose deaths had increased threefold. While we mapped the genes for schi ophrenia, people with the
disease were still chronicall unemplo ed and d ing twent ears earl . Well-designed programs for recover , he writes,
should aim at finding connection, sanctuar , and meaning. The should acknowledge, too, that povert and life stress
pla a major role in outcomes.
Against this backdrop, the American Ps chiatric Association (APA) just published a te t revision to the DSM-5 that
includes a new disorder: prolonged grief disorder, or PGD. Among the criteria are emotional numbness, a powerful sense of
disbelief that a loved one is dead, and other s mptoms lasting at least a ear after the loss. Greeting the debut of PGD were
the same basic questions asked of ever new entr since 1980. Isn t the manual simpl medicali ing natural emotion in
this case, mourning? If not, wh couldn t it fall under an e isting categor
in this case, major depressive disorder? Also,
wh draw bright lines between patholog and health when the e ist on a continuum?
To be fair, the DSM has been candid about its limitations. In the introduction, the manual sa s, There is no assumption
that each categor of mental disorder is a completel discrete entit with absolute boundaries dividing it from other mental
disorders or from no mental disorder. Yet despite this crucial caveat, having elaborate definitions of disorders enshrined in
official nomenclature inevitabl suggests to the public that the categories are real and sharpl distinct from one another
and from normalc .
One might ask wh ta onom even matters if, practicall speaking, a person in pain could benefit from professional help.
The answer involves insurance companies: The use the DSM to guide reimbursement. Other institutions lean heavil on
the DSM as well. Social-service agencies rel on it to assess disabilities, and courts turn to it to resolve questions of personal
injur and criminal culpabilit . The FDA ties its approval of new medications to DSM diagnoses. Finall , the DSM is a
major source of income for the APA itself.
These interests largel ensure that the DSM is not going awa an time soon. And so in several ears, the DSM-6 will arrive.
For practicing ps chiatrists, it will be a nonevent: After all, we don t greatl rel on the DSM to treat patients, since our
medications mainl treat s mptoms, not disorders. And the plethora of categories it contains affords us enough leewa to fit
patients into some kind of diagnostic cubb hole for billing purposes. Still, as we use the agreed-upon nomenclature, we
should also help downsi e the significance of the DSM as a definitive arbiter of mental health in the e es of the public.
Researchers operate in a different sphere. Perhaps the need their own DSM, an online, agile, eas -to-update version that
catalogues the new subt pes of illness for further verification as the emerge. Instead of beginning with categories based on
s mptom groupings (e.g., schi ophrenia, bipolar disorder, and panic disorder) and working backward to their
neurobiological origins, a research DSM would classif conditions using underl ing biolog or a regrouping of s mptoms
that bear on treatment outcomes.
The DSM is clearl at a crossroads, but the path it should take has no roadmap, writes sociologist Allan V. Horwit , the
author of DSM: A Hi
f P chia
Bible. As for future revolutions, we would be wise to heed the late historian of
medicine Gerald N. Grob, who wrote of the disenchantments of ps chiatr that ever generation since the 1800s has
insisted that the specialt stood on the threshold of fundamental breakthroughs that would revolutioni e the wa s in
which mental disorders were understood and treated.
To be fair, we ps chiatrists now have man medications to offer, and sometimes the trul transform patients lives, or at
least quell unbearable anguish. We have also learned a vast amount about the brain, but we ve overpromised on how
quickl we would be able to translate those neuroscientific insights into strides in patient care.
The trul revolutionar idea is to forgo e pectation of radical transformation. Progress in science and therapeutics will
come, but it will be incremental and spring from m riad sources. And it will confirm that suffering can never be captured b
categories.
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